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Safety
We ensure every body protector we produce exceeds the maximum requirements by the
European Safety Standards and we pride ourselves on producing body protectors which
offer a superior fit combined with the latest technology.
Our strength lies in being at the forefront of cutting technology. Our research and
development teams work around the clock to research new and innovative ways of
producing products which enhance rider safety whilst incorporating the latest scientific
and technologically advanced materials into the products we create.
Six Steps to a Perfect Airowear Fit

What is UltraFlex™ Technology?

STEP 1- The body protector should be fitted over
light clothing and heavier garments worn over the
top.

Our philosophy is to design body protectors
which provide the best level of safety combined
with unrivalled tailoring with the most comfortable
body protectors on the market today.

STEP 2- Take the A-chest, B-waist, C-over shoulder
(waist-to-waist) and D-back length measurements in
cm, then find the size using the charts within
the chosen style. A ladies fit may be better
achieved by choosing one size smaller than the
actual chest measurement.
STEP 3- Before trying on, loosen the chest and
waist fastenings. Flex the garment before fitting.
STEP 4- Fasten at the chest and waist, ensuring the
visual fit indicators are covered and there is enough
room for adjustment.
STEP 5- Once the body protector fits securely around
the chest and waist, choose the length appropriate
to height. The shoulders and neckline should lie
flat against the body. If this cannot be achieved, a
shorter length may be needed.
STEP 6- Check the back length by sitting on a saddle
and simulating all riding positions. There should be
approximately a hands width between the saddle
and base of the garment.
At the front, the body protector should reach the
breastbone and cover the bottom rib at mid-chest
by 2.5cm.

To achieve this, our body protectors are made
from a combination of multiple levels of impactabsorbing materials with airflow technology. Our
impact absorbing materials absorb and spread impact
in the case of a fall or kick and thereby lessening
or reducing the injury sustained from a fall or kick.
Our airflow technologies are incorporated within the
impact absorbing foams to generate movement of
air and ultimately create a lighter weight product
for the rider.
This unique combination combined with the way
the foams are structured into the garment is what
makes our UltraFlex™ Technology so ground
breaking.

Why UltraFlex™ Technology?
The UltraFlex™ structure enables the impact
absorbing materials to quickly mould to the shape
of the rider without relying on body heat to soften.
Traditionally when combined with body heat, body
protectors become softer after time as they react
to changes in temperature. By contrast, body
protectors which incorporate UltraFlex™ technology
take even less time to soften, as it absorbs heat
from the body much quicker than traditional
materials. This provides immediate comfort for
the rider and helps to break the misconceptions
associated with single-paneled body protectors.
UltraFlex™ technology cleverly spreads around the
torso, making it mould comfortably to the contours
of the body, resulting in a flexible fit.
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Designed for females of all shapes and sizes,
Women’s Outlyne has been developed through
years of scientific research into how a body
protector should fit a woman. Women’s Outlyne
combines maximum protection and unrestrictive
movement with a perfect fit and super soft
flexibility.

Men’s Outlyne provides a tailored, masculine fit for
male riders of all shapes and sizes.

Ladies Back Protector

Men’s Back Protector

CODE: AW MENS B-PRO
Size: Med, Large, M3 Reg, M4 Reg, M5 Reg
Colours: Grey/Black

CODE: AW LADIES B-PRO
Size: Sml, Med, L3 Reg, L3 Slim, L4 Reg, L4
Slim, L4 Long/slim, L5 Reg, L6 Reg.
Colours: Grey/Black
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Ladies Teen Back Protector
Teen Outlyne is designed specifically for teenage
riders. For teenage girls, Teen Outlyne is darted
at the front to provide room for the bust. For
teenage boys, Teen Outlyne is generously tailored
over the shoulders and cut generously across the
rib cage, specially for a masculine fit.

CODE: AW LADIES TEEN
Size: Reg, Short, Slim, Long
Colours: Grey/Black
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Youth Back Protector
When safety is so important- make the right
decision for your young rider. Airowear offers a
superior fit, supreme comfort and best of all the
highest safety rating. Hugely popular in Europe,
this brand is all about quality and high tech design
to ensure you get value for your dollar.

CODE: AW YOUTH BP
Size: Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5
Colours: Black
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For those who prefer shoulder pads for
added protection.

The AyrVest by Airowear challenges the
performance and appearance of conventional
body protectors and brings Airowear’s innovative
air circulation system to the market for the first
time. The air system is fully encased in nylon and
complete with controlled airways that prevent
over-inflation and puncturing, it inflates away from
the body to create a protection zone that doesn’t
cause discomfort to the rider but also offers
support around the jaw and sternum as well as
over the pelvis and hips.

Shoulder Pads

CODE: AW SHLD PAD
Size: Med, Large

AyrVest

CODE: AW AYRVEST
Size: XXS, XS, S, M
Colours: Black, Navy
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BodyBase™, the performance sports baselayer, is
designed to improve comfort for equestrians by
incorporating a loose fitting baselayer with moisture
wicking properties. The BodyBase fabric stretches
with your body to enhance movement and flexibility
whilst improving comfort for the rider.

BodyBase™, the performance sports baselayer, is
designed to improve comfort for equestrians by
incorporating a loose fitting baselayer with moisture
wicking properties. The BodyBase fabric stretches
with your body to enhance movement and flexibility
whilst improving comfort for the rider.

KIDS
CODE: AW BODY BASE C
Size: Small, Medium, Large
Colours: Navy, White

ADULTS
CODE: AW BODY BASE A
Size: XS, Small, Medium, Large
Colours: Navy, White
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